Summer 2020 Social Science Courses

(General Education attributes included)

ANTH 213: Language and Culture (4 cr.)
CRN:1393 -ONLINE (Diversity & GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

ANTH 322: Forensic Anthropology (4 cr.)
CRN: 1070 -ONLINE (GEK: Scientific Perspectives)

ANTH 372: Social Constructions of Race (4 cr.)
CRN: 1223 -ONLINE (Diversity & GEI: Citizenship, Social Responsibility, and Global Awareness)

ANTH 395: Medical Anthropology (4 cr.)
CRN:1255 -ONLINE (Diversity)

GEOG 106: Sustainable World (4 cr.)
CRN:1071 -ONLINE (GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

GEOG 107: People, Space, and Place (4 cr.)
CRN:1224 -ONLINE (Diversity & GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

HST 407: Seminar: History of Iceland (4 cr.)
CRN:1280 -HYBRID: TR 9:40 AM-11:10 AM

HST 437: World War II in Film (4 cr.)
CRN:1383 -ONLINE (GEI: Citizenship, Social Responsibility, and Global Awareness)

HST 442: America and the Middle East (4 cr.)
CRN: 1381 -ONLINE

HST 460: The Black Death (4 cr.)
CRN:1380 -ONLINE (GEI: Science, Technology, and Society)

HST 537: World War II in Film (4 cr.)
CRN:1384 -ONLINE
HST 542: America and the Middle East (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1382 -ONLINE

PS 201: American National Government (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1072 -ONLINE (GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

PS 202: State & Local Government (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1250 -ONLINE (Writing Intensive & GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

PS 203: International Relations (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1251 -ONLINE (Diversity, Writing Intensive, & GEK: Social Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

PS 410: Political Science Internship (4 or 8 cr.)  
CRN: 1379 -Off-Campus (Writing Intensive)

PS 478: Political Fiction and Film (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1378 -ONLINE (Diversity & GEI: Citizenship, Social Responsibility, and Global Awareness)

SOC 225: Social Problems (3 cr.)  
CRN: 1226 -ONLINE (Diversity & GEK: Social, Historical, and Civic Perspectives)

SOC 338: Sociology of the Family (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1225 -ONLINE (Diversity)

SOC 354: Sociology of Deviant Behavior (4 cr.)  
CRN: 1074 -ONLINE

SOC 399: Sociology Internship (1 - 12 cr.)  
CRN: 1297 -HYBRID Off-Campus

SOC 407: Film Series: Latinx Social Issues (3 cr.)  
CRN: 1385 -ONLINE